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Saturday 24th December 1994.

Four GIA terrorists hijack an Air France A300 Airbus at the Algiers airport. The Airbus, bound for Paris, has 227 passengers on board. No one knows exactly what the terrorists’ intentions are, just that they are armed and extremely determined. They demand the liberation of their “brothers in arms” and want the aircraft to take off at once. After very lengthy and intense negotiations between the French and Algerian governments, the plane is finally allowed to leave.

There are three main characters at the heart of the action: a member of the GIGN, Carole Jeanton, an ambitious technocrat willing to do anything it takes to achieve personal gain from the events, and Yahia Abdallah, a determined jihadist who grew up in the slums of Algiers and was being manipulated by an obscure GIA envoy, Ali Touchent. Each one will follow their own ideology until their paths cross in the final outcome.

In front of an audience of 21 million television viewers, an assault by the GIGN brings the hostage crisis to an end. Never, in the history of terrorism had a crisis such as this arisen. It was to be a foretaste of the terrible events of September 11th 2001.
26th December 1994. 17h12.

I was fifteen years old at the time and one of the 21 million people watching the GIGN assault on the Airbus, hijacked by four GIA terrorists, live on television. The images, which would soon be broadcast all over the world, remain etched in my mind: three sets of boarding stairs being driven into position alongside the Airbus; the difficulty the men had trying to open the aircraft door; the co-pilot falling to the tarmac.

14 years on, the GIGN has welcomed me in. Drinking coffee in the barrack’s café and talking with members of the group, has given me a unique insight into their world. The more I visited them the more I became immersed in the “spirit” of the GIGN. I have spent over a year and a half questioning the men, including those who were there at Marignane. They spoke to me about the waiting, the suspense and then the hell inside the Airbus…. Several members of the group are technical advisors on the film. They will be on hand to work with the actors during several commando training courses, and will be there to advise the actors throughout filming.

When it came to choosing a hero for this story, Thierry Prugnaud’s personality and experience made him the obvious choice. His traumatic experience, his incredible shooting skills and his decisive and sacrificial role in the assault. He was the first one to get inside the cockpit, he was the one to be shot seven times, and he was the one who eliminated two out of the four terrorists.

As I was writing the film, the political and strategic dimension within the subject matter made me want to explore the viewpoints of two further characters: that of a young ambitious Foreign office technocrat, Carole Jeanton, willing to go to any lengths to achieve personal gain from the events and that of Yahia Abdallah, a determined jihadist who grew up in the slums of Algiers and was being manipulated by an obscure GIA envoy, Ali Touchent.

All the events are explored through these three protagonists. Each of the characters has radically different reasons and motivations. The final outcome of the story, after 54 hours of suspense, lies in the confrontation of the three character’s motivations. Thierry’s commitment is set against Yahia’s hatred and desire for destruction. The group spirit within the ranks of the GIGN is in marked contrast to Carole’s selfish political opportunism. Carole’s capitalist logic clashes with Yahia and Ali Touchent’s hateful beliefs.

This story cries out to be told up close. The camera needs to show the faces, emotions and feelings of the characters. I consider the camera to be another member of the GIGN. I have chosen to use a hand-held camera to give an intimate, realistic vision of events. My visual cues come mainly from the work of Paul Greengrass: “Bloody Sunday” and “United 93”. But my ultimate reference is probably Spielberg’s “Saving Private Ryan”.

The production design will be centered around ultra-realistic sets and costumes. Digital special effects will simply be used to recreate the world as it was in December 1994: Marignane airport as it was back then before its transformation, Algiers without its thousands of satellite dishes, the Air France Airbus 300 from that period.

The hijacking of Flight AF 8969 is a very important and difficult chapter in France’s history. I want to make a film that will be a political thriller and that is both brutal and moving. In brief, a film that reflects that period.
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Julien Leclercq is a young director who has already made a first full-length feature film with Gaumont studios. He is well-known for the visual aesthetics of his productions, whether they are fiction or advertising.
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Seven years before the attack on the World Trade Center, a hostage crisis unfolded live in front of 21 million French television viewers. It was the first time that an event such as this was televised. An Air France Airbus was hijacked for 54 hours whilst the French authorities suspected that the terrorists were planning to crash the plane into the Eiffel Tower.

To avoid this happening, on the 26th December 1994, a real life “action-adventure” took place at Marignane airport. The GIGN confronted the GIA terrorists in a bloody battle: for 17 minutes. 2 grenades and over 400 bullets were fired inside the aircraft.

Everyone can still picture these events in their mind today.

The operation was a success: the 172 passengers on board as well as the crew members were all evacuated, unharmed. The GIGN paid a heavy price: 9 of their members suffered bullet wounds, one was seriously injured.

The signal for the GIGN assault on the Airbus was given by a young captain at the time, Denis Favier. Today, he is a General and is still at the head of the GIGN. Denis Favier is the “patron” of this film. As well as support from the Gendarmerie and the SIRPA*, General Favier has guaranteed the full cooperation of the GIGN; that is to say technical supervision and full use of their resources (vehicles, premises etc.). Members of the GIGN will train the actors and will also feature as extras in the scenes filmed inside the GIGN barracks at Sartory.

The GIGN will also play an important role on camera. Real GIGN members, wearing balaclavas, will play themselves during the assault, to ensure the most technically realistic action scenes. To reinforce the realism of the narrative, and to answer the question that many of the 21 million television viewers asked themselves on that day, the 26th December 1994 – (what really happened inside the Airbus?). The final assault scene will be filmed in real time, for the full 17 minutes.

To achieve the best production value, the director, production designer and director of photography, have worked very closely together on the budget as well as on the production design. To meet their aims:

- A large part of the filming will take place at Melun-Villaroche aerodrome, which is able to accommodate an Airbus A300, identical to the one used in the Marignane assault.
- The aircraft will be completely redesigned and pre-lit on the inside to create full working studio conditions.
- The exterior surroundings of the aircraft will be entirely recreated using digital technology. The aircraft will move, repainted in Air France colors. BUF are in charge of all the digital special effects for the film.

“To best reflect the GIGN operation, “The Assault” will be a tense, intimate and spectacular film”.

Julien Madon & Julien Leclercq

*SIRPA - service d'informations et de relations publiques des armées (SIRPA) – French armed forces press and public relations.
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